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Abstract

The design and conceptualisation of online learning environments for work-related, professional learning was addressed through research with users of an online environment for social workers. The core question for the research was to identify the nature of participation in the online environment, the relationship between online participation and the offline context, and the implications for conceptualisation of online learning environments to support work-related learning. Key areas of the research literature in technology-enhanced and work related learning are discussed in order to position the study, to inform the research methods used and interpretation of the findings. Online participation needs to be understood as a hybrid concept, in that it is a reflection of offline roles, opportunities and pressures, as well as the usefulness, usability and relevance of what is online. Online participation was diverse, from short browsing for information to more reflective engagement that supported movement across the boundaries between roles and areas of work practice and a focus on practice skills and underlying values. Online sites intended to support work-related learning should start from the perspective of the socio-technical interaction network, with its emphasis on building in the social context at all stages in the life of a site.

Online learning and learning contexts

Web-based tools, repositories and environments are being exploited not only for professional qualifications (Waldman and Rafferty, 2008) but for workplace training (Newton, Hase & Ellis, 2002, Arbaugh et al, 2009), access to evidence-based practice (Gilgun, 2005) and for continuing professional development (Anderson & Kanuka, 1997, Vrasidas & Zembylas, 2004). The effectiveness of technology-enhanced learning in relation to the functions and constraints of workplaces is a key issue, although the diversity of such contexts presents a challenge in terms of the frameworks and issues pursued by researchers. The technology acceptance model or TAM has been developed and explored in a range of contexts and highlights key factors that have wide relevance. TAM (Davis, 1989), in its simplest form, developed out of a survey scale that produced measures on two factors, namely ease of use (defined as a perception that the technology will require little or no effort) and perceived usefulness (defined as increasing work performance). Scores on these two factors have been shown to correlate with the use/acceptance of technology, particularly in information systems (Davis, 1989).

The core constructs of ease of use and perceived usefulness have been applied elsewhere (Roca and Gagne, 2008), including research into eportfolios (Shroff, Deneen and Ng, 2011) and into students’ perceptions about technology in their course work by comparison with technology in work and leisure contexts (Edmunds, Thorpe and Conole, 2012). Here, questionnaire items used in a student survey on a selection of work-related higher education courses confirmed the relevance of the two factors of usefulness and ease of use. Technology in the workplace was perceived by students to be both more useful and easier to use than technology in course study. The functional aspects of technology, what it enables the user to do and the ease with which they use it in their local context, are salient factors in both study and work contexts. Qualitative research of the same courses revealed more about the ways in which technology-enhanced learning offers valued and distinctive effects (Thorpe and Edmunds, 2011). Technology-enhanced learning can be used to connect practitioners from different workplaces, to support disciplinary learning at employment locations, and to enable reflection on representations of work-related roles and issues included within multimedia course materials. Time constraints for work-
related learning can be alleviated to some extent through the opportunity to access learning resources when travelling or between tasks. The research highlighted the importance of the concept of boundaries, between different practices and between different communities of practice. Technology-enhanced study enabled learning across the boundary between study and work, promoting stronger integration between work practices and learning.

Park and Wentling (2007) also drew on the TAM model in their research of factors specific to e-learning that are associated with the transfer of training, identifying three factors that dominate research in this area; interaction, learner issues and course design issues. A correlational study of four surveys involving 47 trainee respondents based in a large manufacturing company in Midwest USA supported the importance assigned to computer attitudes and perceptions of usability in the model of factors associated with training transfer. However Park and Wentling advise that the generalizability of their study is limited and further research, particularly qualitative studies, are required to gain more in-depth understanding about the influence of the organisational context, learning transfer and usability in work contexts.

The nature of work places as sites for learning has been conceptualised in terms of practice communities, where participation in the full range of group practices ensures that novices learn what is required to become experts, capable of developing the practice themselves (Wenger, 1998). Billett also sees social participation as key but draws attention to the diversity of individual biographies and the differential response that individuals make to the affordances of work contexts (Billett, 2004). Work-related learning is viewed as a dynamic interaction between learner identity and experience and social structures, including workplace roles, cultures and power relationships (Ecclestone, 2007). Individual orientation and capabilities directly affect perception of the workplace and therefore choices about whether or not to engage in learning opportunities made available through structures and activities at work. Learning at work therefore is a process of co-participation between the individual or group, interacting with the opportunities available in the work environment. Billett has conceived this as a ‘relational interdependence between personal and social agency’ (Billett, 2008), drawing attention to the different choices that individuals make, as well as to the influence of broader social structures. Learners both shape what they learn and are shaped by their work context and powerful influences within that context.

Organisations seeking to use the Web to support work-related learning have been influenced by the communities of practice approach, often aiming to replicate online the claimed features of face to face practice communities. Professional development for school-based teachers had early success in building online interactive forums that drew on the strengths of local school communities (Leach, 2001). The UK National College for Leadership also introduced this approach, building online communities to support leadership development for teachers. However participation within online forums raises issues about how best to conceptualise the nature of this interaction. Thorpe, McCormick, Carmichael and Kubiak (2007) suggest that offline communities play a strong role in terms of prompting online participation and the choice of issues and themes for discussion. However, few participants return frequently to the same forum or form an online core of practice, and the concept of a network rather than a community is more relevant to the intermittent and uneven nature of such participation online.

However research of online learning has not always recognised the importance of the relationship between on and offline contexts. User-interface design studies may focus purely on the users’ reactions to the online environment, leaving the users’ context out of the picture (Cho, Cheng and Lai, 2009). The assumption may be that a good user-interface, or an online environment designed to take contextual factors into account, could and should function freed from any further constraints arising from the physical and social context for which it has been designed. A communities of practice approach may make the same assumption, in that the online community is intended to replicate the offline community and to become the focus, even to replace the face to face.

Where research focuses on the impact or otherwise of online learning in workplaces however, contextual factors are given weight. Reflecting on implementing online learning in the Queensland mining industry, Newton, Hase and Ellis (2002, p163) comment that ‘there were indications that the process of implementation depends on the specific idiosyncrasies of each organization’. Vrasidas and
Zembylas (2004) offer lessons learned from two professional development online projects, arguing for designs that relate directly to relevant practices in the workplace, and for active moderation and assessment of activity. Both studies relate to formal training or professional development initiatives that use the web, whereas online environments can be used to support the more ubiquitous informal learning that characterises engagement in social practices at work, including communities of practice. In face to face work settings, learning is frequently incidental to practice arising from activities driven by work roles and objectives. Efforts to support and enhance such learning by creating web environments in which resources can be accessed and communication engaged with, raise all the issues of design and sustainability documented above, but without the drivers of tutors or assessment to act as motivators and structuring devices.

Here the work of Kling, McKim and King (2003) offers a possible way forward in terms of their model of a socio-technical interaction network or STIN, which relates to conceptualisation of digital repositories and discussion spaces set up to serve networks of researchers or professionals. They suggest that ‘the insights from STINs can also be extended to other electronic communication forums, including distance education electronic classrooms, professional development sites, and even community forums such as Weblogs or auction sites.’ (Kling et al, 2003 p48). The STIN is distinguished from the usual emphasis on information processing in standard approaches to e-Scholarly Communication Forums, which mislead because they leave out of account factors such as the organisational and cost implications of use of IT-based services in particular settings, or because they assume a purely rational approach to work, ‘and ignore the complexity and nuance of human motivations and relationships.’ (Kling et al, 2003, p49). Hence the implementation of e-forums may prove cumbersome and time consuming in ways not predicted, or prove too costly to maintain at an effective level of contribution and currency. The STIN approach also emphasises building in the social context of users at all stages in the life of a site, not just at the beginning.

Others have also noted that the promise of technology as an obvious enhancer of knowledgeable practice and professional learning, has not delivered as anticipated (Bush and Mott, 2009) and Trentin (2007) has specifically pointed to the need to scope not only the technology and pedagogy, but the economic, social, organisational and informal dimensions of implementation contexts. This analysis highlights the need for exploration of the relationship between work contexts and online participation. An opportunity to research this arose in relation to a project designed to support social workers in practice, through effective access to an online environment for informal learning and continuing professional development (CPD).

The research context and methods

Social Work has periodically been the focus for high levels of national concern following tragic outcomes from failures of practice in the area of child protection. The Westminster Government commissioned a Task Force which reported in November 2009, specifically in relation to the situation in England, setting out recommendations for workforce improvements such as protected time for supervision and the introduction of requirements for up to 15 days of continuing professional development (CPD) in the first two years after qualification in England (Department of Children, Schools and Families, 2009). However, loss of experienced staff, together with the time pressures arising from heavy caseloads, create a challenging context for supervision and on the job learning in social work. Elearning was seen to offer the potential of time-efficient access to resources and expertise and the ‘Practice and Professional Learning Environment’ (PePLE at http://peple.open.ac.uk) was established in 2010 as an online environment for the CPD and supervision needs of social workers in response initially to priorities in the Task Force report

PePLE aims and activities

The site was designed for qualified practitioners, but social work students have periods where they have supervised time in work placements, and arrangements were made in 2011 to give access to OU students registered on social work modules and their tutors, as an encouragement to continue learning while on placement and once qualified, in their everyday practice. Currently the PePLE project has two main goals:
To enable social workers to learn from practice and in practice, by using online resources and communication that expand what is immediately available to them in their workplace

To research how an online learning environment for professional and work-related learning is used and what factors influence usage and participation

Two principles are embodied in design of the site, namely time-efficiency and flexibility to enable diverse usage. These principles reflected previous research showing the implications for users who are time poor and subject to workplace priorities (Thorpe, 2006; Moon, Birchall, Williams and Vrasidas, 2005). Resources are provided in different media – text, video and audio – with structures and activities that can be used by both individuals and groups, as suits the local context. Questions and brief commentaries prompt users to reflect on resources and to relate them to their own context. Overall, ability to make good use of short periods on the site – minutes rather than hours – was a guiding principle. The site was designed and built using PHP within Codeigniter, an open source framework. The aim was not to replicate existing repositories of research and evidence-based practice, but to offer time-efficient routes into better use of such resources, and to focus on practice, with opportunities to record learning for later use in evidence of CPD. The main elements of the online environment are:

- A series of 37 short (5 minutes or fewer) video clips from the acclaimed OU/BBC television series, ‘Someone to Watch over me’, which filmed social workers in action in an English city, capturing key moments from interactions with clients and colleagues. Activities provided with each clip can be used by individuals or groups to help learn from each video. Notes of responses can be made online, saved and used to provide evidence of individual learning and CPD.
- A series of reflective activities on effective supervision, using video clips to reflect on and learn from practice, prepare for and give supervision effectively. Short comments on activities give feedback to users.
- A series of knowledge for practice case studies providing activity-led guidance on finding, evaluating and making use of online resources in areas such as mental health, substance misuse, multi-agency working, learning disability, working with older people and so on. Annotated online resources are listed and linked to so that users can access external sites from PePLE. Learning can be recorded using proformas which users can save to their own PC.
- Online discussion forums for all users and separate forums for particular groups, e.g. practice educators.
- The Frameworks for Practice section links to the learning outcome statements of the main professional bodies in the UK that regulate and set standards for qualified social workers.
- Links to the Open University and its OpenLearn site which is an extensive Open Educational Resource (OER) at http://openlearn.open.ac.uk

The site was launched in May 2010 at a two-day event organised for Cambridgeshire social workers, who accessed the site and gave feedback on its first iteration. They were positive about the clarity of site navigability and particularly liked the ability to make notes on the videos. The site has been included within publicity on the Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE) and Institute for Research in Social Services (IRISS) sites and local employers have been contacted to encourage usage, particularly in Scotland. Presentations at three conferences have also promoted the site, and practitioners have registered from more than twenty local authorities/county councils in England and Scotland, from employees in seven independent sector organisations and five universities and from elsewhere.

The literature review and our own research pointed towards the need for a qualitative study giving participants space to reflect openly and to identify issues important to them about the site in the context of their work practices and use of ICT. Accordingly the users’ perspective was explored through interviews and feedback at various stages. Social workers attended workshops and evaluated the website at the launch of the project and in January 2011. More in-depth evidence was sought through
semi-structured interviews, during June and July 2011. Interviewees were contacted as members of organisations and services invited to make use of the site. Participation was voluntary and interviewee comments are anonymised in the analysis. All interviews were transcribed and checked. The authors subsequently shared data coding and identified themes in the analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Quantitative data on usage of the PePLE site is also available through Google Analytics, which provides evidence of visitors to the site, frequency and extent of usage. This data offers an overview of the wider picture in terms of access to the site, and behaviour of users over the period of May 2010 to July 2011. It provides an introductory scoping of the scale of participation and a brief overview follows, leading in to the analysis of qualitative data.

Quantitative data about the PePLE site

Google Analytics defines a category called ‘Absolute Unique Visitors’ (AUVs), which is an aggregation of all visits from the same user for the active date range, regardless of how many different days they visited the site and how many times they visited on each day. Figure 1 shows the total of 2015 AUVs from May 2010 up to July 29th 2011, with 60 to 70 AUVs in each of the months prior to December 2010 when AUVs rose, reflecting opening of the site to any Open University student registered on an OU social work module and tutors on those modules.

Visitors Overview

Figure 1: Number of Absolute Unique Visitors (AUVs) per month, May 2010 to July 29th 2011

Visits represent the number of individual sessions initiated by all the visitors to a site. If a user is inactive on the site for 30 minutes or more, any future activity will be attributed to a new session. Users that leave the site and return within 30 minutes will be counted as part of the original session/visit. Over the period of May 1st 2010 to July 29th 2011 there was a total of 4175 visits (60 from mobile devices), averaging 9.18 visits per day. 47.02% of these visits were from new visitors, the rest, 53%, were from returning visitors.

58% of visits lasted for less than a minute. 11% of all visits lasted from one up to three minutes, 13.5% lasted from three up to five minutes and 10% from five minutes up to thirty minutes. 7.64% (281) of all visits lasted for more than 30 minutes.

In terms of viewing the site, 584 pages were viewed a total of 31,941 times (see figure two) with returning visitors accounting for 23,388 page views (73%). Average page views for all visits are 7.65 with 10.58 page views for returning visitors. Over all visits the average time on site is 07.17 minutes per visit, with 10.42 minutes for returning visitors per visit.
Analysis of the Google Analytics data for the OU’s OpenLearn site provides a useful comparator for evidence about usage of the much smaller PePLE site. OpenLearn has more than 5400 hours of content on its main LearnSpace. In a report on the first 18 months, over 3 million unique visitors to the site led to 75,000 (2.5%) registrations on the site (McAndrew et al, 2009). During the first six months of 2008, there were just over one million visitors, 82% of whom visited once only, although the proportion visiting more than once increased from 18% to 35% over the whole year. The report also shows that 54.5% of all visits over April to July 2008 were 10 seconds or less and notes that these are ‘bounce visitors who only visit 1 page and then leave the site’ (McAndrew et al, 2009 p.37). Comparison of these data with PePLE usage shows a similar pattern to that of OpenLearn, with a high number of very short visits from users, almost half of whom were first time visitors. Only 3.5% of OpenLearn users spend more than 30 minutes on the site, visiting more than 20 pages and this group were the focus for the qualitative evaluation of OpenLearn. PePLE had a higher proportion than OpenLearn of returning visitors and visitors spending longer on the site. As with the evaluation of OpenLearn, eliciting qualitative data about reactions to the site focuses on those who spent some time on the site and were willing to be interviewed.

Analysis of qualitative evidence from PePLE users

The interviews were designed to elicit evidence about the fit or lack of fit, between the PePLE site and a) an individual’s characteristic ways of using technology and b) their work-related practices, opportunities and constraints. Fifteen social workers were interviewed. Three were based in England and all were practice teachers (a practice teacher supports the learning of a student on placement in the workplace), one with a local authority, one with a large organisation providing legal services for court-based child protection and one with a University involved in both on-campus degree education and support for placement students. Twelve were based in Scotland, five with social workers with a learning and development role, five from a large foster care organisation (who were interviewed as a group), one a manager in a voluntary agency, and one an independent trainer/university social work lecturer. All interviewees participated voluntarily, having been contacted by the authors through their existing networks either as a social worker or as a member of the Open University.

The interviews were semi-structured, using a common framework of questions about use of ICT in general as well as reactions to and use of the PePLE site. Key issues have been subsumed within a narrative focusing on a number of broad themes.

Perceived ease of use and relevance of the site

Those interviewed had few difficulties themselves in registering on the site but felt that the registration process was a barrier to widespread usage, given that so many sites are now open and speed of access is key. Access to PePLE required contact with the project, licence signing and an invitation to register. (This was changed subsequently and anyone can now register on the site and view all content except
the videos which still require signing a licence agreement). The website however was seen as having clear navigation and information was easy to find and not overwhelming:

Your website actually links in to other websites…but I think there’s more focus to the PePLE website…folk are quite attracted by the fact it takes less time to access information through…I was selling that to the newly qualified workers because time is the main issue for all staff really…how long is it going to take me to find this piece of information, and I found your site really easy to navigate round…

I think it’s very straightforward…and quite simple. It’s simple to find your way about and I think that can be quite helpful if you’re busy…sometimes I only have five or ten minutes I think ‘right I’ll have a quick look’ …if you’re quickly looking for something and…it’s well laid out in that I could find stuff fairly quickly.

All interviewees commented positively on the relevance of the site, picking up on particular areas that concerned them, such as assessing risk, or the need to use supervision effectively.

Looking at assessing risk with vulnerable people…making the right decisions and making informed decisions…reminding them that they’re newly qualified workers and there’s only so much risk that they should be involved in…But I think having those types of activities to look at, work through and discuss will help them realise…that they do have skills, they do have knowledge and experience and I think that’ll boost their confidence.

I think a lot of them have no idea about supervision…taking responsibility for self and what you want out of supervision, preparation and planning, it’s really helpful to have that in a separate place, other than your practice educator telling you.

Relevance was often seen in terms of the topics and situations covered, such as clients with mental health problems, or children judged at risk through neglect. Knowledge for Practice, the text-based case studies, were also highlighted as covering relevant topics and information literacy skills which are key for CPD.

However the site was also seen as relevant because it raised issues to do with the underlying principles and values of social work practice, partly because of the questions prompting reflection by users of both the video and textual resources. The videos in particular demonstrate practice in action and therefore encourage learning about core practice issues such as communication, safeguarding, working with vulnerable people and so on.

Two interviewees had asked their placement students to use particular videos as part of their learning on placement, and explored the results in interview. One practice teacher had used video with a student who had difficulties finding an effective way to communicate in tense and difficult situations. The student had had a difficult interview with two service users, which had not gone well. He then watched one of the video clips of a comparable situation, where the social worker has to make an agreement with parents in advance of the birth of their baby. One parent has had problems with alcohol, the other with mental health and the video shows the actual interview where the social worker asks both parents to sign an agreement about how care for the new baby will be managed.

So it was …an opportunity to look at a situation where …people would have felt that somebody was listening to them and the body language and everything was really …service-user focused So… I explained all of it to [the placement student] after the observation but then …to …take that one stage further, it was about looking… it gave a message about how you might deal with something in a different way and you get a better response from the service users. …Albeit that …the two scenarios were quite different, it was still about engaging people who were feeling quite vulnerable, and needed to be listened to. So [the placement student] was able to make the connection and see.

The practice teacher went on to emphasise the particular strength of video in this context:

I just think it brings a discussion to life really… a point where you can actually observe. It’s very powerful observing people’s body language and how they communicate. You could …guide somebody in terms of how they ought to approach a situation or try and bring about a
sense of calm, or whatever, but actually seeing it live on a video I think has much more meaning.

The other practice teacher had a student who used the videos to help prepare for a placement in mental health, an area with which they were not familiar. This had enabled the student to reflect on the social work practice evidenced in the video and to identify aspects that were both positive and negative. The value of video was seen as bringing practice to the fore in ways that do not generally happen in the pressure of day to day work focused on managing case loads:

It’s very difficult I think to try and ensure that we look at what is good practice. Every social worker in the code of practice has got to ensure that they are looking at their own core values and their practice. How many of us actually do that I wonder?

She also reflected on the way that the videos enabled the student to anticipate how it might feel to work in different areas of practice – an important preparatory device for anybody moving into an unfamiliar practice context, not only for the student. She also recognised that the videos require some sophistication on the part of the user, given that each social worker will not see the particularities of their own cases or working context revealed there. The user needs to make connections themselves through seeing points of similarity or issues common across different areas of practice:

The [video clips] are good if you can adapt them and you can take away the fact of what service user you are looking at and focus on practice, on social work practice, on social work core values. Was there an element of dignity and respect given to the service user? …Was the person acting as an advocate and encouraging the person to be independent? All those things you could use.

Workplace practices, ICT and the PePLE site

All interviewees did use ICT regularly and described moving across a range of sites, usually for quick access to information rather than something seen as ‘learning’, as in this comment:

..have my Netbook with me here which has got all my bookmarks open here… I use websites for policy quite a lot…I’ve got training games… mind tools…I click about very quickly, being a part-timer with different jobs…I don’t have lots of time…so if I can’t find something very quickly I tend to be off and on somewhere else.

This interviewee also described herself graphically and how she used ICT; ‘it’s me bombing about it like a little bee at a hundred miles an hours!’ [S10]. She demonstrates how quickly impressions online are formed – mention of the General Social Care Council first led her to assume the resource was only for England, even though Scottish organisations and references were included elsewhere. Users do not read closely through a site, but take glimpses from which impressions are formed, correctly or otherwise.

Usage of the PePLE site was related to key stages in the social work career, with the immediate two to three years after qualifying seen as more promising than later stages. One interviewee provided a cameo of the way use of the site could support her role with newly qualified social workers:

So for me…there’s a structure and being able to go back to the group and saying like ‘OK you’ve asked for this, how does this sound?’ and tapping into the PePLE site. So I see myself using it on a regular basis, dipping in and dipping out myself to help me structure and plan sessions with them but also encouraging them to dip in dip out… I think the supervision tools are really helpful as well…for me it’s being able to give them pointers based on the information you’ve pulled together …means that I don’t have to do lots of searching, lots of material finding. It’s kind of all on the site already.

One interviewee commented on the section which provides an annotated list of useful online resources under key areas of practice, most of which have links directly to external sites and emphasised the realities of ‘working knowledge’ – the need to pull together information and experience to suit a current case or challenge.

…it is really good because having that kind of link… ‘I’ve got half an hour…my student is learning about…bipolar, what can I quickly find out?’… students will mention stuff and I think ‘oh right I’ve got to quickly find out about that before next week’ and I’ll use the internet rather
than the library… because you’re not looking for an in-depth knowledge, you’re looking for a working knowledge.’

Some of those interviewed were social workers of considerable experience, often in roles as trainers or practice teachers, and they had all found the site useful in that role, including for the encouragement to record learning and develop good habits of learning ‘on the job’.

…I’ve also… got new responsibilities for working with qualified social workers that I think a lot of the materials are going to be really helpful for them as well… I think the opportunities to record your learning and have somewhere to store that information on PePLE is really valuable… to have somewhere to keep it and somewhere they can dip in and dip out of it… get into the way of it so hopefully they’ll then maintain that approach to their learning as their professional development progresses…

The site was seen as different from other online sites for social workers, because PePLE focuses on learning in and from practice rather than information per se, and could act as an important reminder for the experienced as well as the newly qualified.

And I think …the bit about supervision on the PePLE site is really quite helpful in the early stages of being in that role but also I think it’s quite useful to serve as a reminder. Because when I’ve gone back to it, … it has reminded me of the purpose of supervision and that it’s more than simply… talking about somebody’s case work… because you lose sight given the stress of the day to day work of what your role is…

The physical conditions in workplaces however could make accessing the site difficult – shared offices, needing to use headphones to watch videos, and so on, but cultural expectations also create barriers.

…there’s a perception I think from staff that if you’re in work and you’re in the office and you’ve got headphones you’re watching something happening on the screen, that you might not actually be doing work. Which is obviously not the case

Another commented on the way the site could support individual learning where a workplace is not supportive of learning, helping in the transition from student to qualified social worker:

…let’s face it not everybody goes out to a supervisor that is… particularly helpful or useful and I always encourage students to try to contemplate the possibility that they will get a useless senior, and therefore they’re going to have to self-supervise to some extent, and how would they do that. And I thought a lot of the material and the fact that they could record things on their learning log for themselves, would help them to build those skills in terms of their own abilities.

Discussion

The qualitative evidence base used in the research was restricted in terms of the number of interviewees, reflecting constraints on accessing work-based users for research purposes. Our findings are indicative rather than exhaustive, and point towards the need for more research to illuminate the relationships between a wider range of work-related contexts and online participation. However we do note similarities between existing research and a number of our findings. The qualitative findings suggest that online sites intended to support work-related learning should start from the perspective of the socio-technical interaction network or STIN, with its emphasis on building in the social context at all stages in the life of a site. Understanding of the object of the practitioners at whom the site is directed needs to be embodied not only in the content of the site, but in the ways that users can appropriate what is there and make it part of their own practice.

Both usefulness and ease of use remain strategically important factors in online participation. Ease of use, interpreted here as easy access, clear navigation and visible structure, still remained a necessary condition for usage, with users unlikely to persist if something interesting and relevant was not found quickly. However as important as these technical factors, is the actual content of the site. Relevance to a local practice has been key to the response of interviewees and their likely continued usage of the site. Regular users of ICT commented on the way in which their online practice involves short forays into sites and resources – ‘dip in dip out’ is a good characterisation of the approach. They expect to
find something useable within a very short time frame, with an attention span of a few minutes being typical.

The evidence from the quantitative data about site usage suggests that this is typical of most users, not just the interview group. Over two thousand people visited the site since its launch to the end of July 2011, making over 4000 visits of which just over half were from returning visitors who spent on average ten minutes per visit making just over 10 page views. The nature of this usage therefore can be characterised as extremely time limited and eclectic. Evidence that this is a widespread approach to use of the Web comes from a study of scholars’ use of e-journal databases, collections and research gateways over five years, undertaken by the CIBER group at University College London (2008). They report as follows:

The main characteristics of digital information seeking behaviours in virtual libraries are:

Horizontal information seeking – a form of skimming activity, where people view just one or two pages from an academic site and then ‘bounce’ out, perhaps never to return. Around 60% of e-journal users view no more than three pages and a majority (up to 65%) never return.

Navigation – People in virtual libraries spend a lot of time simply finding their way around. They spend as much time finding their bearings as actually viewing what they find.

Viewers – the average times that users spend on e-book and e-journal sites are very short: typically four and eight minutes respectively. There are signs that new forms of ‘reading’ are emerging as users ‘power browse’ horizontally through titles, contents pages and abstracts going for quick wins. It almost seems that they go online to avoid reading in the traditional sense.

(UCL, 2008 p10)

This overview thus enables us to put our evidence into context, demonstrating that online provision has to work within an expectation that site usage will often be a matter of minutes only. The mode of usage described above presents a very different picture from the way participation is defined in studies of workplace learning, focusing as it does on learning in the face to face workplace as an integral part of work activity, with long term learning trajectories. However the potential for diverse forms of participation online was evident. The ‘dip in dip out’ forms of browsing and capture of relevant information dominated usage, but the potential for more reflective engagement was also recorded. The videos were used in diverse ways: for the novice, preparation for moving into a new area of practice, or for developing improved communication skills; for the experienced social worker, as a reminder of core values and the importance of a practice focus when case loads dominate work time. However even the inclusion of reflective questions on the site within text resources were valued as prompts for thinking about one’s practice and how it might be developed. A distinction was made between information and the way in which the site focuses the user on social work practice. This in itself was seen as valuable.

Users require skills in making connections between the site and their face to face communities in ways that enable them to learn in practice. Participation, in other words, has both an off-line and an online component. The user sees examples of practice, or text-based scenarios of practice, which require an act of imagination on their part, in order to see the connection between that and their local practice. Encouraging others to use the site also involved a rhetorical act of persuasion – ‘look at this instance of practice online – it’s not your practice but it’s relevant because…’ or ‘look here for a stimulus to reflect on your practice or develop it further’. Although many of our interviewees had roles as learning facilitators, they were still close to practice, being based within social work providers and they demonstrate the importance of both being ‘in practice’ but also having imagination to see where the points of connection are between one’s own practice and a generic online resource.

**Conclusion**

Informal learning online in the workplace which is not assessed or mandated by training requirements, has to be accessed voluntarily by the user. Previous research, though often focusing on formal online training or organised learning projects, has emphasised the importance of the local organisational context as a factor in effective implementation and usage. Research into usage of an online site for the
support of informal practitioner learning within social work has provided evidence of the ways in which the offline context can stimulate online participation, through processes of recognition of relevant themes and issues, sometimes supported by encouragement and facilitation. Online participation also feeds back into practitioner reflection and has the potential to develop practice. Online participation therefore needs to be understood as a hybrid concept, in that it is a reflection of offline roles, opportunities and pressures, as well as the usefulness and usability of what is online. Work in both OERs (Lane, 2010) and STINs also points in a similar direction, towards engagement with workplace users and communities throughout and not just at the beginning for purposes of design. As emphasised in the work of Kling, McKim and King

…it becomes clear that new technological developments will not wash away the issues of sustainability and integration into a social world. (King, McKim and King, 2003, p63).

Sites have to prove robust within the extreme time pressures of the workplace, as illustrated in this research. They can also build evidence about usage as part of their content, and incorporate user perspectives as these develop. Informal online learning is conceived as working synergistically with place-based roles and communities, not as building an online space that can substitute for them. The benefits of accessing online resources and networking range from finding relevant information and contacts through to anticipating the challenges of working in an unfamiliar area or new role, to being reminded of the core values and principles of social work practice. These benefits can be realised even using short time periods for browsing, viewing or reading, in part because they are relevant to and complement what is occurring in the workplace at the time. Brief and even casual participation online is likely to be the reality for much informal workplace learning. Understanding of the practices of the practitioners for whom the site is intended, needs to be embodied not only in its content and design but also in the ways that users can appropriate what is there and make it part of their own practice.
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